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There’s so much wrong with X-Men: The Last Stand that
it would take more than this paragraph to detail our numerous grievances with the movie. X-Men fans collectively
hold their heads in shame at its mere mention.

We consider ourselves to be experts in the industry of
comic book film judgment. That’s why we have no problem
rating the best Batman films released in the bunch. And,
no, some of our favorites won’t be your favorites.
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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:
1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.

LYNDSEY HICKS is co-founder and
editor-in-chief of GI. She enjoys watching
boxing, NBA and a few TV shows such as
Mad Men, Community, Downton Abbey
and various anime. Lyndsey resides in
Columbia, S.C.
CONTACT:
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com
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scene. If it involves Final Round in
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CONTACT:
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2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in
some areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work
and it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come
back to the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great
game worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming
experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once
to experience what it has to offer.
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CRY OF WAR
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My life with anime has slowly
but surely returned

y love for anime began
way back in 1998. I was
young and impressionable, getting home
from school every day
to watch a certain magical girl
production about teenagers in
sailor suits from the Moon Kingdom. That love eventually extended
to Dragonball Z. It was something
about these shows that caught my
imagination. Also, I realized they
originated in Japan. Instant win
for anime.
I got a little older and moved
deeper into other series. By the
time college rolled around, I was
watching Trigun, Inuyasha and
Outlaw Star. Keep in mind that
these were all shows that came
from the Toonami block of Cartoon Network. Once I graduated
from college and moved out on my

own, I expanded
a little further.
I took interest
in Big O, FLCL,
Read or Die and
discovered my
love for romantic
comedies through Kare Kano. And
then, as quickly as it began, it was
over: I stopped watching anime.
I’m sure the reasons why are
rooted in the fact that I’d gotten
married and stopped watching TV
as much as I had been. Occasionally, I picked a series up again,
like with Samurai Champloo. But
others slipped past me like Death
Note, Naruto and Bleach. It wasn’t
until I separated from my husband
and later divorced that I watched a
significant amount of any of those
titles. Once again on my own, I
rediscovered the joy of watching a

show and investing time and energy into anime in general. In the
two years since my separation began, I’ve managed to make up for
lost time by watching a lot of series, but I still have a few regrets. I
missed out on a lot in my exile and
I can’t get that time back. However,
with my boyfriend being supportive and an admitted otaku, too, I
now feel like I’m able to watch in
peace and feel that it’s acceptable
to indulge in my favorite series.
Here’s to making up for lost time
in that hyperbolic time chamber
that I left behind.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at editor@
gaminginsurrection.com

DIARY OF AN
OTAKU GIRL

Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon returns to Edo Japan with robots

T

he Konami sound team has been
known to outdo itself on several occasions: Dance Dance Revolution, Castlevania and Super Castlevania, and
Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon. The
company has a strong history with video game
audio quality, and Mystical Ninja is a good
example of just what KCET is made of. Overall,
the soundtrack strikes a great balance between modern music and Japanese folk tunes,
and greatly contributes to the atmosphere of
running around a historically geographically
accurate version of Meji-era Japan. Well, as
accurate as one can be with a group like the
Peach Mountain Shoguns flying around in a
spaceship.
Bizen~Kurashiki: Roaming the countryside fighting mechanical dolls and collecting
fortune dolls is an interesting concept. Doing it
with a great backing track like the one found
in the Bizen area is quite fun. The flute here
takes over and is playful and hurried, but it
gives an extra air of exploration and journey,
which is helpful when you’re exploring every
nook and cranny.
Control Machine~Parts 1 to 3: These tracks
are heard when you’re attempting to enlist the
Dragon God’s son to your side. You wind up on

modern rock track. Part 2 is
a lot more traditional and
uses rock riffs to do exactly
what Part 1 does: Convey a
sense of “final boss stage”
epicness.

Lyndsey Hicks

BEAT.TRIP.GAME
the top of the dragon fighting your way to a
machine that’s controlling the creature. The
journey is interesting, but the music is what
makes the entire scene. There’s a hollowed
drum beat in the background that makes its
presence known alongside horns in part 3 that
complete the track. Part 1 is part of our fabled
“Mystical Ninja Mix.”
Gorgeous Musical Castled~Part 1 and 2: Part
1 of this particular stage is one of the best in
the game. It showcases the depth and layering
that Konami is known for when creating music. As a background track, it’s easily one of the
most involved, using multiple traditional instruments such as a biwa lute and shamisen
to convey a sense of traditional Japanese music through a kabuki theater setting within a

Gourmet Submarine Castle Parts 1 to 3: An
interesting stage featuring loads of food and
goodies to swim around in, the Gourmet Submarine tracks are fun affairs featuring a biwa
lute in prominent places in every track. There’s
a drum track that features with the biwa lute
in the first track, a flute and organ in the second track and a synthesizer and drum track
in the third track. All of the tracks have a fun
beat to them, which makes running through
this long castle a lot more enjoyable.
Ghost Robot Tsurami/Surrender Robot
Dharumanyo: My absolute favorite tracks in
the entire game, they’re basically the same
track with a different introduction. Both are
used for boss battles that involve circular attack patterns. The flute makes this track as
does the excellent beat. By far, these are excellent tracks that warrant replaying boss fights
and finding the soundtrack.
Theme of the Fortune Teller~Plasma Man:
A visit to the Fortune Teller within Mystical

Ninja requires some stretching of the imagination. Fortunately (no pun intended), it’s a
laid-back experience and the situation calls
for a very laid-back track. It has very Indian
undertones to it, and the hoola-dancing men
in the background as well as the small red
alien yelling “Plasma” at the player make it a
fun and memorable experience.
Transformed Oedo Castle Part 1 and 2: The
first castle in the game features a rollicking
fast-paced backing track that doesn’t get old,
no matter how many times you find yourself
running around looking for keys and silver
fortune dolls. It’s modern and paced well so
it’s never gets tiring to hear the sections looping.
Yamato Turtle: Also part of the “Mystical
Ninja Mix,” the theme for the Yamato Turtle
Shrine in the game is a slow-paced piece that
matches well with its surroundings of bamboo. The track is excellent and reminds of a
slow day lounging in comfort with a biwa lute
or shamisen nearby.
It’s a welcome change of pace from the faster
tracks in the game.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection

The Far Eastern issue

T

he second time is the charm when it comes
to GI’s Far Eastern issue. We’re a gaming
bunch: We love games from the East, so
we’re highlighting the strangest and most
attractive set of
games that will get
you in the mood to
play. We’re an otaku
bunch: We’re looking
at a few titles that
define the experience
of reading manga
and watching anime.
You’re sure to find a
quirky title among
our choices that’ll
make you scratch
your head with its
absurdity, but draw you in for more. And, we’re a
hungry bunch: GI is fond of food and we decide our
favorite dishes that are based on Chinese and Japanese favorites.
We hope you enjoy our annual trip across the
world to one of our favorite regions where games,
food and otaku collide.

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

When you see this
symbol throughout the
rest of the issue, it means
it’s part of our Far Eastern
issue coverage!

GI is headed to
Nashicon!
Our press deadline hits before the convention, but Gaming
Insurrection will be attending Nashicon 2014 in Columbia, S.C. Photos and panel discussion will be available.
See the section on the website at
GamingInsurrection.com/nashicon2014
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games

Dance Dance Revolution
5th Mix

This is the final DDR mix in the “beginning era.” After 5th Mix,
there’s a few changes that constitute a new era of DDR, one of
speed mods and freeze arrows that resembles
the modern DDR that we know today. Enjoy
a simpler time before 10-footers and above
became the norm, before freeze arrows took
root, before speed mods changed the way
hard songs were read and handled. 5th Mix
is a time before boss songs strong-armed their way into your
consciousness and forced you to practically kill yourself to pass
them at their bare minimum. This is also the first mix where the
song wheel appears, giving rise to the favorite realized appearance
of modern dancing with arrows.

Dance Dance
Revolution
4th Mix
DDR’s fourth iteration is a
comfortable mix. It’s like Konami
realized they had a hit on their
hands, so
why change
anything
at all? The
interface
gets a little
cleaner and the song list is better,
but that’s about the extent of the
changes. You’re still stepping on
arrows to the beat of a song and
trying not to fail, so in essence,
it’s still DDR. But 4th Mix and its
upgrade, 4th Mix Plus, intro-

feature

duced a few songs that were
worth playing then and now:
Rhythm and Police, Trip Machine
Climax, Baby Baby Gimme Your
Love and Sexy Planet. Those are

enough to want to play the decent
set list a few times through, but
you’re going to have to import
the game if you want to sample
that pre-song wheel experience.

5

games

Naruto: Gekitou Ninja Taisen 2

Like most otaku, you’re probably going to play the game that’s
based on your favorite anime or manga. Naruto is no stranger to
a million fighting games based on its premise of ninja teams and
tournaments. The game is fun and beautiful, and though the version
we’re reviewing is an import, you can easily find it in the States.
Because let us reassure you: The juggernaut that was Naruto once
upon a time was not going to just stay on the four islands out in the Pacific. With a
unique fighting system and recognizable characters that were hot at the time, Naruto
was destined for fighting games galore.

We Heart Katamari

We’ve already established that Katamari Damacy is weird. The game
tasked you, the Prince of All Cosmos, with attaching objects to a giant
adhesive ball to replace missing stars that your father destroyed during a
drunken rampage. Well, the sequel picks up that weird adhesive ball and
runs with it in a full sprint toward the goal line of full-on crazy. It seems
the second time around that people actually acknowledge your presence
and know what you did in the previous game. They now want your help
and treat you like the royalty you are. So instead of being weird for weirdness’ sake, you’re now being weird to help people. Altruism at its finest,
folks, with an endearing set of goals and surroundings? We’ll take it.

Vampire/Vampire Hunter/
Vampire Savior

The Vampire series, on the surface, really has nothing to do with Japan. But given that it
was developed there, the characters speak Japanese and the game is a counter balance
to fighting stalwart Street Fighter, it’s a safe bet that its roots are
firmly Nippon. Vampire takes every horror cliché you can think of
and tosses them into a fighting game, pitting mosters of lore against
one another. There’s Frankenstein’s monster, Sasquatch, a merman,
a werewolf, catwomen, a succubus and, of course, a vampire mixed
to create what’s actually a great fighting game. If you’re looking for
something not named Street Fighter but with the same style of play, you can’t do much
worse than Vampire. If you don’t want to import -- though why you wouldn’t is beyond
us -- look for the American versions: Darkstalkers, Night Warriors and Darkstalkers 3.

6

feature

anime/manga
Love Hina

Harem anime is generally a take-it-or-leave-it prospect for us. If you can stand a flaky character being
courted by a group, more power to you. It generally
leaves some of GI cold, and some like it. Love Hina
is one that bucks the trend. It has humor and the
premise is a little far-fetched but nothing so horrible
that you can’t understand the protagonist’s Keito
Urashima dilemma with being able to remember the
girl who stole his heart long ago. You’re just going
to have to suspend disbelief that this kid is STILL in
love with a girl he doesn’t remember and has possibly met again.

Lovely Complex

Another romantic comedy anime, Lovely Complex
is unique in its ability to make you laugh and cry all
at once. A tall girl, Risa Koizumi, and a short boy,
Atsushi Ōtani, become friends through common interests. Both are at the extremes for their respective
height and gender: Risa is unusually tall and Atsushi
is unusually short. But, despite this, they slowly fall
in love with each other, Risa first and Atsushi much
later. The fun of Lovely Complex is the dynamic
between the two friends and how it impacts how
people see them separately and together. The journey that they take together in figuring out their lives
after high school is also part of the fun.

feature

7

anime/manga
Itazura na Kiss

If it weren’t for the long look at a couple’s lives, from the very beginning to their middle-aged existence, Itazura na Kiss would instantly
get low marks and never be taken seriously. The premise is sexist
and not particularly enjoyable since the lead female character is
written as being incredibly ditzy and the lead male character is an
ass. But slowly and surely, the series grows on you because you
want to see Kotoko Aihara land her man, Naoki Irie. If you can get
past the nonsense of the two characters, you’ll get a layered story
that watches two people grow together. You understand the motivation of Kotoko, who realizes she isn’t the sharpest tool in the shed
but is a nice person. You also come to understand the reasons why
Naoki acts the way he does: He’s smart, knows he’s smart and is
bored. He needs to be challenged. It’s still a bit much, though, that
the guy is written to be such an unlikable person. But enjoy quality
anime and a few laughs, because that’s what makes Itazura fun to
watch all the way to the end.

Read or Die

Read or Die is one of the strangest anime we’ve ever encountered.
Here’s the deal: Yomiko Readman (codename: The Paper) is a British
Library special operations agent, who is tasked with tracking down
and protecting super rare books. She’s a bit dizzy and scatterbrained,
but is one of the strongest people in the world. She’s sent to the U.S.
after historical figures who’ve been cloned begin attacking installations
around the world. She works with Nancy Makuhari (codename: Miss
Deep) to stop the attacks and end the clones’ plot to kill everyone on
Earth. It’s a fascinating plot and to believe Read or Die is to actually
watch it. Readman’s abilities are incredible, since she can take a piece
of paper of any size and turn it into a weapon. That alone makes the
series one of the best we’ve ever watched.
8

feature

food

Peruse some of our favorite dishes from
Japanese and Chinese cuisine.

Japanese: Sweet
potato sushi roll
Chinese:
Sweet & sour
chicken
Chinese: Beef with broccoli
Chinese: Fried rice

Japanese: Unagi (eel)
and Toro (fatty tuna)
sushi roll

Chinese: Sesame
chicken

Chinese: Egg roll
feature

Japanese: Vegetable
ramen

Chinese: Shrimp
Lo Mein

(sh Jap
rim ane
p) se:
sus Eb
hi i
rol
l

Chinese: Pepper steak with onion
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Samus Aran’s triumphant
return to the gaming world
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Metroid, PAGE 11
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METROID PRIME

The return of Samus after 8 years is welcome
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

As a longtime fan of the Metroid franchise, I suppose
I could be forgiven for not making the immediate leap
onto the Prime bandwagon. After all, Super Metroid is
my beacon of hope still shining for 2D games, a symbol of the pinnacle that the genre reached. I mean, I
plan to name my firstborn daughter Samus. That’s
how much I love Metroid. So, when Prime hit the
shelves, I was duly skeptical. It had been eight long
years without so much as of a whiff of Samus’ scent
in the market of solo games and I was starving. Enter Prime.
Prime isn’t so much a pure Metroid
game as it is a combination of Metroid
and first-person shooters of the day.
What you need to know to understand
Prime is that it’s set between Metroid
and Metroid II: Return of Samus, and
it’s the first real game in the series to
start putting the pieces of the Metroid
saga together. Samus roams around Tallon IV
to uncover the past of the Chozo (her caretakers after
the death of her parents in a Space Pirate raid), and
takes on the villainous group, who are conducting
biological experiments on the planet. That’s the meat
of the story essentially, but it mostly means that
you’re going to do some exploring. This being Metroid
and all.
The first-person controls could have been hazardous
to the game’s health but they aren’t. They’re actually
simple to use and surprisingly easy to get used to even
if you’re intimately familiar with Super Metroid’s
setup. My main concern was how does Samus’ action
translate to the first-person mold? Can she still move
around fluidly? And, how is the action handled when

she has to switch to Morph Ball mode? All of these
questions were immediately answered with a simple
playthrough. Action is fluid and movement is clean
and paced well. There are no problems with switching
modes, and I rather liked how that is handled. It’s almost as if someone on the development team at Retro
Studios remembered what it was like to imagine you
were Samus in the Varia Suit.
I appreciated the atmosphere of Prime, considering that if a game is to be called Metroid in any way,
it must have the “Metroid atmosphere.” I certainly
got that as I meandered through maze-like caverns
with foreboding music playing gently in the
background. What I appreciated about the
soundtrack mostly was the use of old
themes to tie the games together. You can
tell you’re playing a Metroid game if you
listen hard enough, and I liked that the
issue wasn’t thrown in my face constantly. I didn’t need to be hit over the head
repeatedly that this is a Metroid tale, and
the music was polite about reminding me.
My only problem with Prime is that while it
feels like a Metroid game should, I wasn’t that immersed in the tale. Every Metroid game released up to
this point, I played through and was engaged thoroughly. Prime? I really couldn’t get into the story that
much, and I didn’t really care all that much about
the Chozo. I realized that because of the way Metroid
ends, Samus can’t really go back to the Mother Brain
issue. However, Prime just struck me as boring.
Prime was the start of a good thing, obviously, since
there are two sequels and a host of spinoff games.
What I was most pleased with, however, was the fact
that Samus returned in top form. It was about time.
Eight years was way too long to go without using
some version of the “Metroid instinct.”

SCORE:
3 OUT
OF 5

DDR MAX 2: DDR 7TH MIX

Seventh dance card

By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

There comes a time in every
long-running gaming franchise
when said franchise has to grow
up. That transition may come in
the form of a new coat of paint or
through a purging of characters, a
reboot, if you will. But every franchise goes through it, and Bemani
and Dance Dance Revolution, in
particular, are no strangers to this.
By the point of Max 2, the seventh
main mix in the series, DDR had to
do something at the risk of growing stale. So, continuing the trends
started in Max it was.
Max 2 presents itself as
an interesting beast,
even if you’re intimately familiar with
the series. There’s a
new mode to play,
Oni — which introduces the concept of a
“three strikes and you’re
out policy” with courses to
play — and the overall look and
feel has been upgraded from the
days of yore. Max 2 represented the
middle of a new era for DDR, begun
with the wholesale do-over of Max.
There’s not much new in the way
of concepts for Max 2, and that’s all
fine and well. Since Max’s changes
were regarded as a failure and an
unnecessary slash-and-burn of the
franchise, Max 2 works toward undoing the mess made previously.
The game does well with updated
aesthetics. The song wheel (introduced in 5th Mix), the foot rating
(dropped in Max), Groove Radar
(introduced in Max in favor of the
foot rating) and Freeze arrows
return. The re-introduction of the
foot rating system is the best idea

that could have
come from
cleaning up
Max’s mess.
The Groove
Radar and foot
rating system give you all of the
pertinent song difficulty information that you will ever need. The
song wheel looks better than ever
since it’s now in its third iteration
and Freeze arrows don’t seem to
be such an aberration as they once
were in Max.
The song list is interesting mix
of updates to old favorites as well
as new entries aimed at adding
something new to DDR. Not
that Max didn’t do that
very well, but Max
2 is about a greater
variety of songs and
it shows in the fact
that there’s not a
new Paranoia in sight
— at least in the arcade
version. The home version attempts to inject a new
iteration of the familiar song, but
it’s not nearly as successful as it
thinks it is. Yes, Paranoia Survivor,
one of the boss songs of the sequel
Extreme, is present and available
for play in the Japanese console
version, but its inclusion as a
preview song isn’t really necessary. And it doesn’t make a whole
lot of sense. Why destroy the myth
of Survivor — the first 10-footer
Paranoia — by showing its hand
early? My problem with Max 2 is
illustrated by this point: The game
sometimes feels like a re-tread of
previous entries, and it shouldn’t.
I was under the impression that
the reason for the debacle created
by blowing up DDR with Max was

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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to avoid just the sort of problems
that you’re going to run into with
Max 2. Though, in its favor, Max
2 has Maxx Unlimited, which is
my favorite Maxx song out of the
entire bunch.
I have to commend Konami for
at least trying to right the wrongs
committed with Max’s wellmeaning philosophy of starting
over. It just feels a trifle like Max
2 is slacking into old habits. Max
2 may not feel like it’s cheating on
its diet started by Max’s slimdown
but by having a few extra songs,
Max 2 isn’t necessarily pushing
the plate back like it should and it
shows.

now playing
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DANCE DANCE REVOLUTION 5TH MIX

The last of an
era for DDR
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

The end of an era had to come
for Dance Dance Revolution at
some point, and that finality hit
like a ton of bricks with 5th Mix.
There really wasn’t much of a
going-away party or celebration of
all that was DDR before the storming of the gates that was Max, but
5th Mix represented the culmination of the philosophy that was
dancing with arrows before speed
mods and Freeze arrows came
along and changed everything.
5th Mix isn’t bad, if
you’re used to playing DDR. At this
point, everything
is in place and you
should know how
things work: You
step on four different
arrows in time with songs
in three difficulties: Basic, Trick
and Maniac. You miss enough
times, it’s game over. If you should
pass the song, you’re graded on
how well you did. 5th Mix doesn’t
introduce anything new mechanics-wise, and that’s fine considering it’s content with letting you
play DDR exactly the way you’ve

played before.
Instead, it makes
changes in the
aesthetics, and
that’s where
change is needed

the most.
5th Mix changed the way the
DDR structure looked with the
great introduction of the song
wheel. Gone was the old look of
CDs in a jukebox and in came a
circular sectioned wheel — similar
to the one found on the “Price is
Right” — that features all of the
songs available for play.
This overhaul brings with
it a better look and
a better feel overall
to the game, and it
doesn’t hurt that it’s
the first in the series
to run at 60 frames per
second. Also, 5th Mix
was the first in the series to
introduce a unique color scheme
that “represented” the mix. This
brings a fresh look to the table and
works wonders with making a
seemingly tired concept look new.
The music is another help in
the revival. A few older favorites
returned, but there’s quite a few
new tunes and they stand out. One
of my favorites, Healing Vision

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5

~Angelic Mix~, steals the show and
makes its presence known as a
boss song as does Can’t Stop Fallin’
in Love Speed Mix and Afronova
Primeval. The rest of the songlist
is kind of take it or leave it, but
there’s a good mix, which is essential to any DDR mix’s long-term
replay value.

Where I find a few problems
with 5th Mix is also within the
song list. Thankfully, 5th Mix is
the only version that features the
ridiculous long versions of a few
songs. Probably the most egregious
of these unnecessary uses of space
is the overly long version of Dynamite Rave. Besides not needing yet

another version of the elderly song,
the long version is LONG, much
too long and it borders on obnoxious. There is absolutely no need
for a three-minute version of any
already corny song that appears
much too frequently in DDR songlists in the early days. And much
like Dynamite Rave, the other long
versions don’t really add much to
the setlist. If I want to hear a version of Britney Spears’ Oops I Did it
Again, I’d just listen to the original. And B4U ~Glorious style~ is a
complete waste of space that could
have been occupied with other
worthy songs that didn’t make the
cut, like Rhythm and Police.
5th Mix was a good last call to
an era of DDR that most players
didn’t know was coming to an
end. A passable song list, great
upgrade over previous versions and
a streamlined approach to the current DDR structure meant a decent
version to dance to with few problems. It’s not the greatest DDR mix,
but we can probably safely say at
least it wasn’t Max. 5th Mix found
its home right in the middle of the
series, where it was supposed to be
all along.

Photos courtesy of IGN.com

MACROSS VF-X 2

Find your way in the stars
By William B. Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

ありがと ございました おなし
と の おとこのしと! And for the
non-Nihongo speaking, thank you
ladies and gentlemen! It’s great to be
back and for the Far Eastern (Nihon,
Nihongo = Japanese language) issue.
I understand that a lot of people may
be wondering why it’s not called
Robotech. Well, let’s
just stick with the
version that was
released in Japan. The funny
thing is, this
game was actually scheduled
for an American
release but was
later canceled because
of the “creator” of the Robotech series. His demands were a bit on the
ridiculous side and rather than bow

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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to him, Big West/
Bandai Visual
(before it merged
with Namco)
made sure that
the American release never saw the light of day.
But if you knew the right places to
go and were willing to pay the price,
you could have your very own copy
like I do. It’s been a while since I’ve
been able to play it, but this is still
one of the best games I have played
in a long time and the fan boy
in me was all over this when
I saw it in an import store in
Greenville, S.C. I fell in love
with Macross VF-X2.
VF-X2 is a flight-style combat
shooter with a bit of an arcade
feel to it, loads of fun and not too
bad of a story to add to the Macross
universe. You are Arges Focker, rookie
pilot who joins the U.N. Spacy and is
shortly recruited to the Raven Fight-

ing Squadron. You battle through
several missions, piloting several of
the variable fighters from the original Valkyre to the VF-22 (Macross plus
YF-21: The 21 was designated the 22
to honor Guld Goa Bowman after his
death).
The game plays very well and the
sounds and effects will put you in the
right frame of mind of the Macross
series, but, unfortunately, it does
have a few bugs.
One of the main bugs occurs
when you beat the game: The closing cinematic glitches and plays
for two frames then either freezes
or boots you to the credits screen.
That’s heartbreaking because it kind
of ruins that whole satisfaction of
beating the game. The game is solid
as a whole, but the glitches kind of
cut into the fun. If you love Robotech/
Macross, don’t let the glitches keep
you from a solid representative in the
series.

retrograde
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MACROSS: M3

Piloting in your dreams
By William B. Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

As you may not know, I used to
want to be a fighter pilot because
of an old cartoon I saw called
Robotech. Then, I was introduced
to the real series called Macross,
and my love for all things that
flew was renewed even more. I
also wanted to take up engineering to make the Varitech fighters
I love so much a reality;
hell, I may still get
that chance one day
or somewhere my
designs may help
someone do what I
couldn’t in my lifetime. Anyway, we’re
here to talk about a
game that never made
it to the U.S. because of the
man who made Robotech famous
and is an out-and-out bad person.
Macross M3 is up and its Varitechs,
Zintredies and missiles, oh my!
The game takes place during the
time Max was starting out up till

he meets Meria.
From then on,
you can choose
either Max or
Meria until the
point in the
story where their daughter is born.
Then, you can only choose her as a
playable character. Unfortunately,
I don’t know if you get to play as
anyone else because there is a
mission shortly after their daughter joins U.N. Spacy and has
a crisis of conscience,
which is where my venture ends. I’m not sure
if there’s a glitch at
this point or a choice
that is made that can
change that. So, I don’t
know how the game
ends but that doesn’t mean
the game isn’t worth playing.
The controls have improved compared to its previous counterparts
of the VF-X series. The graphics
for this Dreamcast title are a lot
smoother than the PS1 games, as
well, but you would expect that.

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5
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The gameplay, however, seems to
present not much of a challenge as
its VFX counterpart. The learning
curve may not seem to be there,
but it is in the form of a mission
where the difficulty goes from
“Oh that’s nice” to “Oh god, why
won’t you die?!” I did find it funny
that I ran out of missiles only to
discover later that they refill over
time. Nothing really stands out
too much but the graphics and the
story that I can figure out is good.
Unfortunately, I was unable to finish this game because at the time
my grasp of the Japanese language
was very nonexistent.
The last word on this is that it’s
a really fun game and presents a
good time to be had by all. Well,
except for the fact that at least
that one stage is a pain. My score
for the game would be higher if I
was able to finish the game and
I may still one day. Until then, if
it somehow finds its way to your
door, invite it in, have a good time
and share a bit of sake with the essence of an old friend.
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KAGERO: TECMO’S DECEPTION II

At death’s door

By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

Sometimes, games require difficult
moral choices that we aren’t prepared to handle. Tecmo’s Deception
II wheels and deals in this dilemma,
and it doesn’t shy away from asking
you, the player, to make some gruesome decisions that may just scar
you for life.
Tecmo’s Deception series, as
a whole, is a unique beast
that requires careful
consideration about
whether you even
want to start playing
it. Most of the games
in the series, Kagero
included, work on the
premise that you are a
person given the ability to set traps to defend a
certain area from invaders. Your
motivations for defending the area
vary, but you’re tasked with this
objective alone. In Kagero, you’re a
young girl who was kidnapped by
a group of aliens who train you to
fight in their stead. To prove your
worth, you’re sent to a few places in
the kingdom to defend the premises
with traps. Traps, which are progressively learned throughout the
game, are your tickets to death. Your
goal is to keep folks out of the castle/
mansion/wherever. You accomplish
this by creating combos of death
with the traps. If there’s one thing
about Kagero that’s awesome and
fascinating, it’s the combo and trap
scenarios. I’ve managed to kill my
way through the game with some
seriously devious combos that have
to been to be understood.

While Kagero is technical interesting, the background isn’t exactly
going to set the world on fire. The
graphics are your typically early
PlayStation blocky polygonal nightmares until you’re actually in game
and setting traps. That’s when the
game really shines, in terms of its
look. The same thing goes for the
soundtrack; it’s not great but there’s
a few interesting tracks that you
might hum for a little while
(editor’s note: The track for
naming a character is
one of my ringtones),
and there’s a few that
will immediately
make you wonder if
someone was watching softcore pornography late at night
while creating the game’s
soundtrack.
Morality comes into play from
the beginning. Those hard decisions
we mentioned before? Those are
going to come in the form of who
you let live and you let die. It takes a
lot to kill off an entire family that’s
managed to stumble into the castle
you’re guarding, and it takes a lot to
let them escape. Full disclosure: In
the 14 years that I’ve been playing
various runs through the game, I
have never killed the entire family,
and thus, I can’t get the ending that
involves perfect kills. I couldn’t do it
because that question being asked of
me, I couldn’t answer. It’s a personal
choice that can’t simply be solved.
For some, it’s a no-brainer; for me,
it’s a deal-breaker. By the point that
I’d gotten to that choice of deaths,
I was fully involved in the game
and thus I continued playing. But,

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5
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maybe if I’d known that was a factor
in playing, maybe I wouldn’t have
picked it up or maybe I wouldn’t
have taken the time to understand
the depth in the game that comes
from this choice. The depth is what
will draw you in and keep you coming back, long after you’ve completed
your final mission and the credits
roll.
And that morality clause sometimes triggers anger within me.
Having played numerous times
through to the later missions of the
game and the eventual final mission, I’ve had the chance to learn
the nuances of the game. My anger
stems from the frantic pace at
which you must act and sometimes
make that moral choice. Maybe I
don’t want to rush and kill a person
(or family) because I need time to
think about the consequences of
my actions. This phantom deadline

— usually triggered by someone’s
health getting low — adds an unnecessary time element to the proceedings. Sometimes, it causes panic
to set in and makes things worse.
And your controls may or may not
be of help then. A number of things
are possible: Traps may miss, area
effects will hurt you or the cooldown
of a trap is too long. All of these are
built into the game system, and
they’re all equally annoying. I’ve lost
count of the number of times that
I managed to die by electrocuting
myself and my foe. Or, the number
of times I died because I couldn’t
run fast enough in Chapter 23 to get
away from the robots that are easily
twice as fast as I am.
And my biggest gripe comes in the
later chapters of the game. Once
you’re committed to a trap combo
that works, you’re not really encouraged to experiment. Why experi-

ment when it’s probably going to
get you killed? Because, make no
mistake, you’re going to die. A lot. In
the later chapters, the difficulty is so
high that if you weren’t correctly setting yourself up consistently toward
the better traps, you’re going to be
stuck until you can build up enough
money to purchase the good stuff
and move forward. The repetition
and stagnancy becomes glaringly
obvious deep into the campaign.
Overall, there’s loads of replay factor in Kagero. There’s different trap
routes to unlock, multiple endings
depending on who you let live and a
decent soundtrack and storyline that
explains the method to the madness of death and destruction. Be
forewarned, however: You need to be
ready to play judge, jury and executioner if you want to survive the
emotional onslaught of Kagero.

retrograde

17 tech geeks
tech bits
Microsoft names
new chief

Satya Nadella, Microsoft’s
enterprise and
cloud chief, has
been named
CEO. Nadella,
who has been
with the company since 1992,
replaced Steve
Ballmer and
co-founder Bill
Nadella
Gates as chairman.
Source: Yahoo Tech News

Linksys WRT54G router
Cisco is known for making quality
products, and this router is no different. It’s easy to use, set up and maintain. In the seven years that we’ve had
it, we haven’t had any problems with
setting it up and staying connected.
Much like most routers and modems,
the device has to be reset every so
often, but that’s a minor issue and a
small price to pay for consistency and
ease of use.

The router is lightweight and doesn’t
require much space width wise to
set up. It fits quite neatly within our
desktop setup and minimal electrical
power to run. Getting into the device’s Webpage to set up options and
manage Wi-Fi settings is extremely
easy. In our tests, the device’s signal
range was pretty far, so there’s also
no problem setting it up and moving
about the house. The output was so

good that we were still able to pick up
the signal on our iPod with two out of
three maximum bars in the parking lot
in front of our apartment.
Cisco has undoubtedly moved beyond this particular model in their line
of routers, but it’s still a reliable choice
for wireless computing or gaming.
Cost: $50
Where to buy: Amazon.com

HP 3050 Deskjet Printer
A fairly large printer, the HP 3050
Deskjet is space-taker that does an admirable job of spitting out pages. It’s an
all-in-one so it can function as a copier
as well as a printer and fax machine.
GI bought the printer as part of a
bundle with the previously reviewed
HP desktop PC. The total bundle ran us
about $640, with the printer coming in
around $130.
Despite its bulky size, the printer
works efficiently and quickly in a variety
of jobs. Printing pages with no graphics takes the least amount of time and it
does this well, with or without color. It
also comes with built-in wireless capabilities, and it’s easy to print wirelessly
once you’re set up and ready to go. The
printer is a bit noisy, but it does what we
need it to do quickly so the noise isn’t a
major issue.

Google to sell
Motorola unit to Lenovo
The Internet search giant
announced plans to sell off its
struggling Motorola unit to Lenovo for nearly $3 billion. Motorola,
which was bought for $12.5 billion in 2011, has been severely
lagging in the smartphone fight
with Samsung and Apple.
Source: Yahoo Tech News

Verizon has largest U.S.
monthly bills

According to an annual survey
of the U.S.’ major cell phone providers, Verizon’s average monthly
bill is the largest. Coming in at
$148 a month, Verizon’s fees are
$4 more than Sprint, $7 more
than AT&T, and $28 more than
T-Mobile, the lowest out of the
bunch.
Source: ArsTechnica

T-Mobile-Sprint merger
to face difficulties

T-Mobile, one of the four major
carriers in the U.S., heard from
federal officials that its proposed
merger with rival Sprint would
likely run into regulatory opposition from the Justice Department
and the Federal Communications
Commission. The move would
likely be a death knell for the
merger, much like the fate of the
proposed join up of T-Mobile and
AT&T in 2012.
Source: ArsTechnica

gaming
rumors & news
MICROSOFT

RUMOR: Reportedly, a white disc-free, $399 version of the Xbox One is being
planned for later in 2014. — ArsTechnica
NEWS: Microsoft has bought the Gears of War franchise from original developer
Epic. New developer Black Tusk Studios, of Vancouver, is working on the next
entry. — GameSpot

NINTENDO

RUMOR: Nintendo has hinted at smartphone gaming. The company is desperate
to help boost its sagging fortunes after dismal sales of the Wii U for 2013. —
ArsTechnica
NEWS: Nintendo executives took pay cuts in response to poor performance. CEO
Satoru Iwata took a 50 percent cut for five months and others, including Shigeru
Miyamoto, took a 30 percent cut. — ArsTechnica
Our only issue with the printer is, like
most deskjet printers, it eats through ink
rather quickly. Even buying the larger
cartridges does little to alleviate the
problem. And those cartridges aren’t
cheap: It’s wise to buy the XL version
and those are easily $30 … for black ink

only. The combination cartridge pack is
your best bet overall. Just learn to judiciously print in color and you’ll be fine.
Cost: $130
Where to buy: Walmart (in-store
only), Staples, Office Max

SONY

RUMOR: The PS4 may begin supporting emulation of PS1 and PS2 games. It already supports PS3 emulation through streaming, and PlayStation Now purports
to possibly include the two previous systems. — Shacknews
NEWS: A redesigned PlayStation Vita hit shelves in the United Kingdom on Feb.
7. It’s £180 ($297), but there’s been no word yet on whether it will arrive in the
States. — ArsTechnica

Fighting game
flow chart
By Lyndsey Hicks/Gaming Insurrection

Just how do you determine which fighting game to play with a myriad
choices out there? If you’re like us, you either have played them all or you
use a chart. Questioning the merits of our chart? See for yourself: We
break down the features of nearly every retro fighting game on the market
with a little bit of logic thrown in for good measure.
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
Evolves with
Water Stone

Evolves at Level 25

On tap this quarter:
No. 60: Poliwag
No. 61: Poliwhirl
No. 62: Poliwrath
No. 63: Abra
No. 64: Kadabra
No. 65: Alakazam
No. 66: Machop
No. 67: Machoke
No. 68: Machamp
Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for
Pokémon artwork

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Bubble (Keep until Water Gun is
learned)
Water Gun (Keep until Hydro Pump
is learned)
DoubleSlap
Hydro Pump
Body Slam
Hypnosis
Delete
Bubble
Water Gun (until Hydro Pump is
learned)
Amnesia
Moves to teach
HM 03: Surf

retro game corner

No. 60 —Poliwag

No. 61 —Poliwhirl

No. 62 —Poliwrath

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

START

Bubble

Water

START

Bubble

Water

START

DoubleSlap

Normal

16

Hypnosis

Psychic

START

Hypnosis

Psychic

START

Body Slam

Normal

19

Water Gun

Water

START

Water Gun

Water

START

Hypnosis

Psychic

25

DoubleSlap

Normal

26

DoubleSlap

Normal

START

Water Gun

Water

31

Body Slam

Normal

33

Body Slam

Normal

38

Amnesia

Psychic

41

Amnesia

Psychic

45

Hydro Pump

Water

49

Hydro Pump

Water

EDITOR’S NOTES:
If you’re looking for an aboveaverage Water Pokémon to add to
your Elite Four arsenal, don’t overlook the Poliwag/Poliwhirl/Poliwrath evolutionary chain. They’re
more than qualified to hold down
a major spot on your team with

moves such Water Gun, Bubble and
Hydro Pump.
Also add in the ability to learn
crucial Psychic moves, and the
chain becomes just a step more
important than the average Water
type not named Blastoise. Take
note that the chain also learns
Normal-type moves that are also

useful: Body Slam and DoubleSlap.
These won’t be your most damaging moves, but they can do a
decent amount of damage. DoubleSlap has the ability to hit two to
five times per usage, most likely
hitting three times, and Body Slam
had a 30 percent chance of paralysis.

Per the usual, if you’re going to
evolve to Poliwrath — which you
should do — keep the chain from
evolving beyond Poliwhirl in order
to teach it all possible moves.
Once you make the leap to
Poliwrath via the Water Stone, it
can’t learn any more moves, so be
careful.
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
Evolves via trade

*= Elite 4 team selection

No. 63 —Abra

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Confusion
Psybeam
Psychic
Recover
Delete
Teleport
Disable
Reflect

20

LEVEL

ATTACK

START

Teleport

No. 64 —Kadabra

TYPE
Psychic

Evolves at Level 16

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Abra/Kadabra/Alakazam is a
special Psychic chain that earns
its keep on an Elite 4 team. As
one of our selections for the
team in the Psychic slot, Alakazam, in particular, has saved
the team from utter annihilation in several runs. It earns its
slot for that reason foremost,
but a second reason for its selection is the fact that the chain
runs roughshod over several
of the masters. For instance,
Bruno’s entire team — with the

LEVEL

ATTACK

START

Teleport

START

No. 65 —Alakazam

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

Psychic

START

Teleport

Psychic

Confusion

Psychic

START

Confusion

Psychic

20

Disable

Normal

20

Disable

Normal

27

Psybeam

Psychic

27

Psybeam

Psychic

31

Recover

Psychic

31

Recover

Psychic

38

Psychic

Psychic

38

Psychic

Psychic

42

Reflect

Psychic

42

Reflect

Psychic

exception of two Onix — can
be destroyed by a well-trained
Alakazam that has Psychic in
its arsenal. It plays a role in the
battles against other masters as
well: Agatha and Lorelei have
several Pokémon that cannot
withstand the might of a powerful Psychic.
Getting Alakazam to properly
trained will take time, though
really, you can begin to consider
it for the Elite 4 once you’ve
gotten it to at least 27 when
the chain learns Psybeam. The

chain is special in its evolution
because it is one of the few in
Red and Blue whose movelist
does not change when evolved
to the final stage. Even if you
evolve Kadabra to Alakazam —
which is highly recommended
anyway — the pace at which
it learns the final moves on its
set is unchanged. So feel free to
evolve at anytime after reaching
Level 16.
Keep in mind that it’s incredibly wise to put Abra on an
advanced team so that it can

TYPE

gain experience through switching out. That way, you can move
beyond the early useless stage
that is Abra and begin preparing
the chain for evolution. Finally,
remember that the purpose of
Alakazam is to anchor the Psychic spot on the team until you
can acquire Mewtwo.
Alakazam is perfect to take in
to the Elite 4 for the first time
and will serve admirably. Its
role can be switched out for only
Mewtwo, however. Everyone
else is just not as good.
retro game corner

RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

Evolves via trade

Evolves at Level 28

No. 66 —Machop

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Karate Chop
Low Kick
Seismic Toss
Submission
Delete
Leer
Focus Energy

No. 67 —Machoke

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

START

Karate Chop

Normal

START

Karate Chop

Normal

START

Karate Chop Normal

20

Low Kick

Fighting

START

Low Kick

Fighting

START

Low Kick

Fighting

25

Leer

Normal

START

Leer

Normal

START

Leer

Normal

32

Focus
Energy

Normal

36

Focus
Energy

Normal

36

Focus
Energy

Normal

39

Seismic
Toss

Fighting

44

Seismic
Toss

Fighting

44

Seismic
Toss

Fighting

46

Submission

Fighting

52

Submission

Fighting

52

Submission

Fighting

EDITOR’S NOTES:
The Machop/Machoke/Machamp evolution isn’t bad by any
stretch of the imagination.
It’s a decent group that does
mostly Fighting-type moves
well, though it could use a few
of the more damaging moves
available.

retro game corner

No. 68 —Machamp

While we prefer having
Hitmonchan as our Fighting
expert when it comes to facing off against the Elite 4, we’ll
take this evolution as well
because it’s well-rounded with
a lot of potential for damage
if trained correctly. It learns
Seismic Toss and Submission,

LEVEL

which are interesting moves
that keep things fresh and actually do quite a bit of damage.
The evolutionary chain has
the ability to play a role on the
Elite 4 team, but we usually
don’t use it because it takes
quite a bit of time to get the
chain rolling and it requires

ATTACK

TYPE

a trade to complete it. With
a team already full of traderequired evolutions, it’s hard
to justify an average Pokémon
being added yet again. That
said, it’s still a quality chain
and it may have a place on
your team in place of Hitmonchan or Hitmonlee.
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By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

BPM: 143 to 172
Difficulty: 3/6/8/8

BPM: 142
Difficulty: 2/5/6

BPM: 150
Difficulty: 3/5/7

The rollicking rock track is heavy on jumps at
high speed. If you can get around the fact that
the song’s lyrics make absolutely no sense, you
can easily learn to master the majority of it by
listening. The steps follow the backing guitar
riffs throughout the song. The beginning starts
out slow and provides ample time and breathing space to prepare for the speed up and later
the end run. That end run isn’t difficult but it’s
enough to cause loss of stamina and strength.
The runs match almost perfectly with the words
so it pays, as usual, to learn the song by listening to it repeatedly. The biggest bar to cleanly
passing the song is the run at the end, and the
interspersed jumps at high speed.

While the song isn’t that bad, the steps aren’t
exactly exciting in 17 sai. The steps are common fare that match the beat and the lyrics,
though you should be aware of the beginning
part’s off-beat triplet pattern. There are very few
jumps in the song, and it’s not stamina draining
at all. It makes sense, of course, to listen to the
background music to get the sense of timing,
but the off-beat 1/8th notes can be tricky if
you’re looking to Perfect Attack. This is a song
that helps with turning on the Note option to see
exactly where the triplets occur.

One of the quintessential songs of DDR,
Freckles was a great addition to Max and the
franchise. If you’ve watched Ruroni Kenshin,
you’ve probably heard Freckles at least once.
That helps because the song and the steps
match almost perfectly. The key to Freckles is
to pay attention to the beat and stay on it. If you
can keep the beat of the song, you’ll have an
easier time making it through. Also, conserve
your energy through the middle Freeze steps
so that the runs after aren’t tiring. This middle
section is a great point to rebuild meter if the
beginning section has run you down a little.

Suggested speed mod: x2

Suggested speed mod: x2

Suggested speed mod: x2

BPM: 165
Difficulty: 9 (Challenge only)

BPM: 180
Difficulty: 4/6/8/9

The slightly more challenging version of Tsugaru
can be difficult if you’re not used to the scheme
of Tsugaru in general. If you’ve played Tsugaru
enough, you know that the 1/4th-1/12th skips are
important to the overall flow of the song. It’s no
different in Apple Mix. It’s actually worse in that
there’s more of it to deal with as well as jumps
and runs that surround the skip section on either
side. You’re going to come in with a run and
you’re going to leave that section with runs so be
prepared. The runs aren’t that hard but it’s a fairly
high BPM at which you’re circling the pad, so be
prepared to move your feet around quite a bit.
If you can pass Tsugaru’s Heavy steps, you can
probably pass Apple Mix.

Upswing Mix is actually a better version of Butterfly. It’s got more speed going for it, and the
steps are far more interesting. What you need
to pay attention to here is the usage of runs,
jumps and more runs thrown together. If you
use a speed mod to spread it out, it’s a lot easier
to read the steps and it makes for a slightly
easier time when it comes to stamina, since
you can see the steps coming. Without speed
mods, you need to be an expert at step reading
comprehension. There’s a lot of double stepping
and crossovers to be had, and expert steppers
recommend double tapping to keep the rhythm.

Suggested speed mod: x2
22

Origin of
Challenge steps
DDR originally had only three categories of difficulty:
Basic, Another and Maniac. Beginning in 4th Mix
Plus, certain older songs received new Maniac steps
— known as S (single)-Maniac. These steps were
made the default Maniac steps for the songs that had
them switched out in 5th Mix, while the older steps
were thrown out. The older steps were then brought
back as the default Maniac (now Heavy) steps for Max
2, and the S-Maniac were renamed to Oni or Challenge steps. In Max 2, these steps were only accessible in the Oni/Challenge mode. In DDR Extreme, the
steps can be selected — if a song has them — on the
song selection screen.

Suggested speed mod: x2
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There came a time to say goodbye to Mortal Kombat

B

elieve it or not, there have
been a few times in my illustrious-yet-average gaming career that I have been
embarrassed to call myself
a gamer. I love fighting games
and I’ve always been drawn to the
combat side of things, whether it
be a World Warrior Tournament
or the Outworld Tournament. That
caveat aside, I don’t think I’ve ever
been as embarrassed as a gamer
than the moment Mortal Kombat 4
was unleashed on the unsuspecting general public.
The site of the massacre of a
once-proud franchise such as
Mortal Kombat was varied: You
could pick your poison for either
the home consoles or the arcade.
At the time, the arcade was still
a viable option as a merchant of
death-based fighting properties.
The problem was that the concept
of MK was beginning to wear thin.
There was nowhere to go with the
tournament storyline, and seeing
as though the third game outright
stated that MK3/UMK3/MK Trilogy
“comprised the Shao Kahn’s final
attempt at taking the Earth,” the
question lingering out there in the
lobby was: Exactly where is this
going? We knew where it was going, and it wasn’t pretty.
MK4 is to be lauded for few
things, chief among them its
attempt to move the series forward in the only possible direction afforded to Midway. The MK
team obviously tried and, at the
time, it was the right thing to do.
That’s, however, where the praise
should end. The music is terrible,
the character models are some
of the worst I’ve ever witnessed
move on a screen, the voice acting
didn’t match very well with the
tone trying to be conveyed and the
gameplay mechanics -- the cornerstone of the franchise since MK2
decided to introduce combos -- are
ugly and make the game nearly
unplayable.
The first sign of trouble was, in
fact, the move to full 3D. If you’re
going to introduce your franchise
to that -- getting away from the
look of digitization that you’ve
championed for the past six years
-- the least you can do is make
it worth others’ while to look at
the graphics and hold them up as
a step forward. To this day, MK4
ranks as the worst-looking game
in the franchise. Add to that the
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beginning of the end
for Midway, since you
can directly connect the
decline in quality in the
franchise and the release
of MK4 with the fall of the
fortunes of the company.
What else did Midway
have going for it other
with Lyndsey
than MK? Exactly. NothHicks
ing, and MK4 was the
obvious weak link in the
fact that the new characters are
chain that announced that the
mostly boring, uninteresting adparty that was death and mayditions save for Reiko, and there’s
hem was beginning to wind down.
not much to recommend for anyone who just wants to play some
Someone should have sat down
good old-fashioned “Finish Him”
with the MK team and told them
Mortal Kombat.
they’d reached maximum damage
Midway gambled and lost with
potential because the magic was
MK4, badly. Franchise fatigue had
over.
set in since MK was everywhere
at this point, and the so-called
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
revolutionary step forward in the
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
series turned out to be a Bay of
reached by email at
Pigs. It also turned out to be the
editor@gaminginsurrection.com
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HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categories: Casting (or voice acting in cases of ani
mated), plot and similarities to its source material. Each category receives points out
of the maximum of 10 per category and 30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

X-Men: The Last Stand
20th Century Fox/Marvel Entertainment, 2006

X-cruciatingly
bad x-ecution

On tap this issue:

W

e get that the X-Men film properties
reside in a different universe than the
comic book version. And we have no
problems suspending disbelief when
asked. But we will never sit idly by
and watch a film take so many liberties with
source material that entire comic book arcs are
destroyed in one fell swoop.
So it begins with X-Men the Last Stand, the
third in the trilogy of films centered on our favorite mutants of Marvel fame. Last Stand was
riding high on the fumes of X2: X-Men United,
and rightfully so since X2 did a pretty decent
job telling the tale of (the previously reviewed)
God Loves, Man Kills and starting the Phoenix
Saga. And that’s when things take an ominous
turn. We should have known something was up
when Bryan Singer didn’t return to the director’s
chair. We really should have known something
was up when Last Stand’s synopsis came calling. While X2 did a passable job with sort of
mixing arcs together, Last Stand attempted to
mesh Dark Phoenix Saga and the Gifted arc with
little-to-no success. The film, while technically
sound and well-paced, is riddled with errors
and unnecessary changes that detract from the
overall viewing experience.
To explain just what we find fault with in
Last Stand, let’s start from the beginning. And
bear with the spoilers here; they’re integral to
explaining everything wrong with the film and
are a great example of why Last Stand should
have never been made. If you don’t want it
spoiled — though you should have seen it by
now — stop reading here.
First, Cyclops was never killed by Jean Grey,
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either as the Phoenix or Dark Phoenix, at any
point in their history together. The Phoenix
entity made sure that Jean was kept alive and
healed so that she could reunite with Cyclops at
some point. The Phoenix understood and knew
that Cyclops was important to Jean. So, killing
him made no sense.
Second, Phoenix would have never and never,
ever killed Professor X. Charles Xavier was a
mentor to Jean and was one of the few people
on Earth that the woman trusted. She wouldn’t
have killed him. Also, Wolverine was angry
with Xavier about erecting the psychic blocks
in Jean’s mind, but Cyclops was actually the
person who had that particular scripted conversation with Xavier.

Days of Future Past can’t
become reality fast enough

I

Lyndsey Hicks

t’s no secret that I
favor Marvel over
DC in the grand
scheme of comic
book things. I always have: I began watching X-Men:
The Animated Series almost as soon
as the show began airing, and I’m far
more knowledgeable about Marvel’s
characters for several reasons. One
of those reasons is because I find the
writing in Marvel properties to be far
more tight and logically sound, even
with some of the more preposterous
plots roaming around the Marvel
universe. And one more reason is
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because the X-Men: Days
of Future Past arc is my
all-time favorite of any
comic book series.
Partially because of the
introduction of Bishop and the fact
that Sentinels finally get their moment in the spotlight, Days of Future
Past is pretty fun to watch and read.
I’ve seen the entire Animated Series
adaptation and I have to say it’s my
favorite. Yes, I’m well aware that Kitty
Pryde is the original person to travel

STRIP TALK

See STRIP TALK, PAGE 25

Third, Beast was a member of the team for
many years and didn’t just return during the
Phoenix Saga. He was there the entire time.
Fourth, while we’re on the subject of team
members’ appearances in the film, we should
point out a long-standing issue we’ve had with
the X-Men films: Rogue and Iceman were
NEVER a couple. Likewise, Kitty Pride and Iceman didn’t flirt with each other. Kitty was
actually interested in Colossus — which was
outright ignored in the film — and Iceman was
a frequent makeup/break up paramour of Lorna
Dane (Polaris). The made-up romance triangle

See PROPERTY REVIEW, PAGE 26
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Gang warfare takes over Tokyo’s streets

W

elcome to another of Otaku Corner, GI’s own
little spot of The Strip where we bring you the
finest manga and anime this side of the gaming world. I’m sharing a great series that led
the recent pop culture marriage of Japanese
manga art and American urban hip-hop into a worldwide phenomenon, Tokyo Tribes. Tokyo Tribes has set
the stage for great titles like “Samurai Champloo” and
“Afro Samurai” to gain their well-deserved popularity.
Created by Santa Inoue and published by Tokyopop,
Tokyo Tribes Volume one follows the exploits of four
“tribes” or gangs, who dominate sections of Tokyo’s most
known locales as a result of a peace truce established
after riots nearly destroyed the city. The series focuses
on Kai, second in charge of the Musashinokuni Saru,
and Mera, head of the Bukuro Wu-Ronz. They were once
friends but are now
mortal enemies because
of the untimely death
of Mera’s girlfriend for
which Kai is blamed.
This hatred is reignited when three Saru
Shibuya members are
killed in Bukuro by the
Wu-Ronz.
Hearing the news,
Kai wants payback,
but wisely follows the
advice of Tera, Saru’s leader, to not act. Meanwhile, the
Wu-Ronz head to Musashinokuni on illegal errands
requested by their benefactors. Along the way, they
instigate battle with the Shinjuku Hands by injuring one
of their members. Not knowing that the Wu-Ronz are in
town, Kai takes Tera to the local train station and while
buying food at a local burger joint, Tera is attacked by
Mera. Tera survives, but instead of getting medical help,
Tera goes after Kai along with two other Saru members,
Hashem and Steno, to stop him from chasing Mera. The
manga ends with Kai and Mera facing each other before
a rooftop battle.
Readers will not be disappointed with Volume one. As
an original work, it’s main theme of urban life in Tokyo
is a refreshing approach from the picture-perfect images
presented in other manga. Inoue-san, fusing hip-hop
and manga, also pays homage to R&B artists Mary J.
Blige and Anthony Hamilton, who have a huge following
in Japan. Tokyopop deserves credit as publisher Stuart

Series: Lovely Complex
Episodes: 1 to 12

Brandon Beatty
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Levy, translator Alexis Kirsch and adaptation writer
David Walker stuck with the theme of Japanese edge and
hip-hop charm instead of imitating other series for sales.
Tokyo Tribes is the first manga to ignite the destined
mash up of hip-hop and comic art in modern media.
Its storyline will hook you and leave you wanting more.
Will Saru survive the flames that will erupt in Tokyo?
Keep reading Otaku Corner to find out.
Brandon Beatty is editor-at-large of Gaming
Insurrection. He can be reached by email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

Days of Future Past emphasizes cast
STRIP TALK, from PAGE 24
back in time in the comics, but I love
Bishop in that role. It was possible
to believe that Bishop would find a
way back and become a catalyst in
the future changing, or shifting, if
you believe that parallel universes
replace each other.
And the best part about the entire
saga? For me, the lack of Summers overexposure. I can even deal
with the pushing of Wolverine
here if it means that I won’t have
to deal with the combined might
of Jean and Scott at the forefront.
Yes, we get a little bit of that “Summers magic” with Rachel Summers
but it’s a small price to pay for the
relative comfort of knowing that

the strip

neither Jean nor Scott are hoarding
the spotlight yet again. Though, my
problem with the tale is who the hell
is Rachel Summers exactly? If you
don’t do some advanced reading and
figure out who she is on your own,
you might never figure it out.
Despite some loopy alternate
universe travel and sketchy explanations for Summers’ involvement,
the tale is solid. I liken it on the
same level as Age of Apocalypse in
that there’s a plot involving villains
who manage to take over the world
through their own nefarious means
and misguided extremism. Except
in this case, the plan backfires and
everyone — mutant and human —
suffer the consequences. You can’t
get more “X-Men” than that.

With a movie adaptation coming
in about two months (May 23, as a
matter of fact), you can be rest assured that I will be there on opening day more than likely. I’ve been
awaiting this newest installment
of the X-Men movie franchise ever
since the Last Stand debacle since
I don’t consider X-Men: First Class
a true sequel to Last Stand; it’s a
reboot, albeit a good one. I’m ready
to jump back into the world of the
X-Men, and what better way than to
leap into the arms of my favorite arc
on the big screen?
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

Premise: Two high school sophomores,
Risa Koizumi and Atsushi Ōtani, are friends.
That’s not out of the ordinary, but their
physical characteristics are: Koizumi is
5-foot-8, and Ōtani is 5-foot-1. Each are
attracted to the opposite of their stature, as
Koizumi has confessed to a short boy before
and Ōtani has had a crush on a tall girl.
They normally get along and have things
in common but their previous confessions
are a stumbling block that keeps them from
realizing that they are perfect for each other.
Koizumi manages to realize it first and so
begins her struggle to get her best friend to
notice that they belong together.

with Lyndsey
Hicks

Is it worth watching? YES. The episodes are genuinely funny and you
learn as the characters learn to accept each other as is. Neither Koizumi
nor Ōtani can help their height in life, but they slowly realize that it’s not
the outside that’s important; it’s the inside that counts. This is quite pos
sibly one of the best romantic comedy anime out there.
Breakout character: Koizumi. She’s the romantic female lead of the
anime, but she shines on her own almost immediately. You root for her
despite her awkwardness and you want to see her succeed because she
has a great heart. Also, her fashion sense is unparalleled in nearly any
other anime out there. She should probably do well because of that alone.
Funniest episode: Episode 12, “Recapture Love! Improve as a Girl
with Honmei Chocolate!!” It’s got a few moments of humor mixed in with
drama, but the humor is subtle and makes several situations a little more
bearable than one would think as you’re watching them. The outright
funniest part of the episode is when Koizumi throws a box of chocolate
at Ōtani, which is hilarious when you realize that she really wants him to
take that chocolate.
Where it’s going: The rooting value of Koizumi and Ōtani increases a
great deal. You’re going to see just how much it takes for a couple to get
together and how the change in relationship between two longtime friends
can make them better people. Also, their lives are coming to a critical
junction and how that plays out is important, as well.
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Basically, what I’m
saying is I love you. I have loved
you for a really long time. I don’t
know how much more plainly I can
put it. I mean, I’m confessing my love
for you in a comic for crying out
loud, and this isn’t the first time,
either.

One year ago ...

You will never know what could
happen if you don’t try ...
Um ...

?
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One year later ...

X-Men: The Last Stand gets many of the little things wrong
PROPERTY REVIEW, from PAGE 24
with de-aged characters is an insult.
Fifth, Juggernaut is not a mutant. If the writers had bothered to do some research, they
would have come across Cain Marko’s origin
story that stated in detail that Juggernaut is a
mystical avatar given his powers by the Gem
of Cyttorak. He was an ordinary man mystically transformed by the Gem. Thus, when
Leech’s powers activated near him at the end,
he should have been completely unaffected.
And, Juggernaut should have immediately
recognized Magneto by this point and Magneto
should have known who Juggernaut is — stepbrother of Charles Xavier. No aspect of that
important relationship was ever mentioned.
Sixth, Dark Phoenix never joined the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants. She didn’t need to. She
was, however, manipulated into joining the
Hellfire Club, which was also conveniently
glossed over by X-Men: First Class (see the real
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origin for Sebastian Shaw and Emma Frost).
Seventh, Rogue never took the cure. She was
interested in it, but never took it. That’s something that’s touched upon in the Animated
Series episode of The Cure (first airing, Feb. 20,
1993). Also, her given name is Anna Marie, not
just Marie. See this quarter’s Marvel Character
Highlight.
Eighth, Psylocke was present in the movie,
but if you blinked, you missed her. She is killed
at the end along with several other characters.
She also is not a member of the Brotherhood of
Evil Mutants, Callisto (the leader of the Morlocks in the comics) isn’t either, and neither is
Jamie Madrox aka Multiple Man.
Ninth, Jean does not have split personality as
the Phoenix. She IS the Phoenix. The entity that
is the Phoenix is part of her, not some different side to her. Basically, the Phoenix possesses
her and bonds with her. It doesn’t just show
up randomly. In the comics, the real Jean was
sealed under Jamaica Bay while the Phoenix
manifested her in reality.

Finally, Wolverine doesn’t kill Jean during
the Dark Phoenix Saga. He was completely in
love with her. Given that several of his love
interests over the years have died, there was
no way that he would have killed her then. He
does kill her in New X-Men, but Dark Phoenix
Saga that is not. Also, Sabertooth is not present,
which doesn’t make any sense, either.
That’s just barely touching on what’s wrong
with the film. It gets so many little things
wrong with the “loose” adaptations that you
have to wonder what exactly did it get right.
One of the few things that does go right for
the film is the casting. The lead characters are
still perfectly casted, and the choice of Kelsey
Grammar as Beast/Hank McCoy is one of
the best castings we’ve ever seen. He was the
perfect and only choice for that role. However,
there’s still no fan-favorite Gambit — which
would have solved the Rogue/Iceman problem
— and there’s still way too much emphasis put
on Wolverine. Hugh Jackman is comfortable as
well he should be since he’s the perfect Wolver-

ine. But a little less emphasis on him and little
more on the story might have helped. Alas,
James Marsden was wasted in the film and
the character of Cyclops paid the price. That’s a
shame, really, because Cyclops is supposed to
be a centerpiece in the Dark Phoenix portion,
not Wolverine.
Last Stand isn’t a good movie, in the sense of
being an X-Men film and in the sense of being
an adaptation telling a story of the X-Men. It
seems Marvel has trouble whenever it gets to
three (see last quarter’s review of Spider-Man
3), and that’s a problem when you’re telling
two of the biggest arcs of your most famous
group of not-so-ordinary folks.
Like the comics: 1
Casting: 7
Plot: 2
Overall score: 10 out of 30 or 3
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MARVEL CHARACTER
HIGHLIGHT

Name: Anna Marie

Affiliation: X-Men, Avengers Unity Division, Salvagers, Lights,
Advocates Squad, X-Treme X-Men, X.S.E., Brotherhood of Evil
Mutants
Special abilities: Rogue has the ability to absorb the talents,
knowledge, memories, personality and abilities of a person that
she comes into direct skin-to-skin contact with. The transfer of
these abilities and knowledge is relative the length of time that she
touches the person, though the transfer can become permanent.
When she first absorbed an ability, the transfer was involuntary. As
of the events of the Mutant Messiah arc, she has gained complete
control over the usage of the absorption. With the absorption of
Ms. Marvel’s (Carol Danvers version) powers, Rogue gained flight,
near invulnerability and superhuman strength. She has since lost
the Ms. Marvel powers, but retained the absorption ability.
Background: Rogue began life in Caldecott County, Miss., with
her father, mother and maternal aunt. One night when she was 14
years old, she kissed a boy, Cody Robbins. At the moment that
they kissed, Rogue’s latent mutant powers activated. The activa
tion put Robbins in a permanent coma. Rogue then ran away from
home and eventually ended up in the care of Mystique, who used
her to further the goals of the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants. Rogue

permanently absorbed the powers of Ms. Marvel during a fight
and joined her once-foes, the X-Men. Rogue later became involved
with Gambit, lost her Ms. Marvel powers and fully realized the
evolution and development of her powers after a trek to discover
the true intent behind diaries of Destiny.
Relationships: Owen, father; Priscilla, mother; Carrie, aunt;
Cody Robbins, crush/first kiss; Gambit (Remy LeBeau), lover;
Mystique (Raven Darkholme), foster mother; Destiny (Irene Adler),
foster mother; Nightcrawler (Kurt Wagner), foster brother; Graydon
Creed, adoptive brother; Erik Lensherr (Magneto), lover in alter
nate timeline
First Versus appearance: X-Men vs. Street Fighter
Appearances in other media: Marvel vs. Capcom, Marvel vs.
Capcom 2, X-Men (Sega Genesis), X-Men: Mojo World, X-Men:
Mutant Academy 2; X-Men: Next Dimension, X2: Wolverine’s
Revenge, Spider-Man 2: Enter Electro, X-Men Legends, X-Men
Legends II: Rise of Apocalypse, Marvel Super Hero Squad Online,
Marvel Heroes, Deadpool, X-Men (film), X2: X-Men United (film),
X-Men: The Last Stand (film), X-Men: Days of Future Past (film),
X-Men: The Animated Series (television), Marvel Anime: X-Men,
Wolverine and the X-Men (television), X-Men: Evolution (televi
sion), Spider-Man: The Animated Series (television)

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — BATMAN FILMS EDITION
1

The Dark Knight (2008): Visually,
this wasn’t much to look at, but the
acting is what takes center stage. Heath
Ledger stole the show right from under
Christian Bale, and Aaron Eckhart is
no joke as Harvey Dent/Two Face.
Everything about it screams serious
and dark, which is fitting.
the strip

2

Batman (1989): As the first in the
movie franchise, Batman set the course
for the first two films and showed why
the Dark Knight is a force to be reck
oned with. Yeah, so people complained
about Michael Keaton. He more than
shows that he was a more-than-com
petent Batman. Also, Jack Nicholson’s
malevolent Joker was a scene-stealer,
which shouldn’t be hard to do as the
Clown Prince of Crime.
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Dark Knight Rises (2012): The
finale in the second Batman trilogy of
films is well-worth the price of going
to the movies these days. Anne Ha
thaway was a serviceable Catwoman
and Tom Hardy was perfect as Bane.
Christian Bale was still good, and we
even could get with the plot despite
never having read the Bane-particular
parts of the comic. Engaging is the
right word for the final Batman with
Christopher Nolan at the helm.

Batman Forever (1995): Sure,
it’s cartoonish and could use some
cheesiness grated out of it, but the
one turn of Val Kilmer in the tights
actually isn’t that bad. It’s obvious that
he didn’t really want to be Batman, but
the atmosphere is interesting and the
visual style is a welcome change from
Tim Burton’s previous efforts. Jim
Carrey was perfect for the role of the
Riddler, too.

5

Batman Returns (1992): We’ve
thrown around the term “Too Many
Villains Syndrome” a lot in The Strip,
and Returns is the progenitor of that
affliction. However, Burton’s dark gritty
style is all over this, and it makes a
great deal of difference between a mar
ginal effort and something that shines
despite its problems. And, Michelle
Pfeiffer is hot as Catwoman.
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